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Do Biden Voters Have Jewish Blood
on their Hands?

By: Alan J. Huber CFP®

855 561 0500

I did not write a column last
week as there was no news.
The last 7 days make up for it.

The only subject that
Republicans should talk about
this week is Israel and Joe
Biden. Weapons from
Afghanistan and $6 billion to
Iran is the cause of the
greatest terror attacks and the
darkest days for Israel since
the Holocaust.

Republicans need to be
speaking with one voice.
Biden incompetence is
helping our enemies and the
enemies of our greatest ally.

Likewise Pres. Trump needs to
talk about Israel and not
“witch hunts or corrupt
prosecutors and judges.”

Let’s see if he has the
discipline?

Many of the victims are US
citizens.  How will Biden
handle this? Give Iran more
money? How will Chuck
Schumer play this? If Trump
was still in the White House,
the attack would not have
occurred, and if it did occur
then US citizens would be
returned immediately because
Trump would have flattened
Gaza in 3 hours.

I have no inside information
and I write this on Sunday
night to email on  Tuesday, but
I think Israel is deciding
whether to launch a full-scale
attack against the Palestinians
or declare war on Iran and
destroy Iran’s ability to fund
terrorism.

Liberal Jews get very upset
when  I say: “If you voted for
Biden, you have Jewish blood
on your hands.”

This is a true statement.
Elections have consequences
and we need to let people
know that they are
responsible for their vote.

Let me sum up the difference
between Israelis and
Palestinians:
 “If the Jews kill Palestinians,
the Jews cry. If the
Palestinians kill Jews the
Palestinians celebrate.”

I miss Rush Limbaugh. When
Rush was on the air,
Republicans were
knowledgeable and  the
memes were impressive.
Today the information that is
posted is just wrong.

They do not need a fraud
victim in the New York fraud
case. New York has a crazy
law called the Martin Act, of
1921, which gives the New
York State Atty. Gen.
incredible power no other
state has

"It is a political persecution, it
is a witch hunt, and everybody
does business the same way,
" but none of those are
grounds to win the case. The
fact is the judge has already
ruled that Trump lost the case,
and the only  the question is
the penalty. How much?  And
there is no appeal that will
probably reach the Supreme
Court because it is a state law
case.

The question is asked why
would Trump not demand a
jury trial. The usual answer is
this law does not allow for a
jury trial. I have stated that
running for president with all
this litigation makes Trump a
bad defendant AND a bad
candidate.

He should have demanded a
jury trial to preserve the issue
for appeal. My belief, he did
not want a jury, because
voters will not pay attention to
this trial because it’s
accounting gobbledygook, but
jurors on TV after the case
explaining the verdict would
politically hurt Trump’s
chances.

The new COVID vaccine is
available with no clinical trials
on humans. The government
was against safe drugs such
as hydroxychloroquine and
ivermectin, because there
were no double-blind studies.

Similar to: Let’s overthrow The
Speaker because he passed a
budget with Democrat
support. THEN…  a handful of
Republicans toss The Speaker
with all Democrat support.

I spoke at a Republican club in
Palm Beach County. I asked
the following question: “How
many expect Joe Biden to be
the nominee for the
Democrats?”

Only 25%.... 75% do not
expect Biden to be the 2024
nominee. Do we have a game
plan to beat  anyone other
than Biden?

Alan’s Meme of the Week:
Iced Tea (unsweet) has 2
ingredients: Ice and Tea.
A refill needs both. Why is this
so hard to understand?

Imagine the Israelis whose
mothers, fathers, sons,
daughters even grandparents
were taken hostage. And now
they have to tell the
government of Israel to make
their loved ones martyrs
because Israel has no choice
but to destroy the
terrorists even if it costs their
loved ones their lives.

“May God Avenge Their
Blood”
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